OR be an axis through the origin parallel to a given unit vector v 9 and let f = -cos 0/2 + v sin 6/2, f = -cos 6/2 -v sin 6/2.
Then the rotation of z around OR through the angle 6 is given by Hamilton's formula 5 (2.1) ** = ?#.
We shall refer to (2.1) as the rotation f. Let (g be a plane element characterized by the point 2 lying in the plane P and the pair of fundamental orthogonal directions given by the unit vectors V\, V2, in this order. Let f be the (unit) quaternion by means of which the vectors Ci and e 2 can be rotated around an axis passing through the origin into positions parallel respectively to the directions of v± and V2. There evidently exists a (1, 1) correspondence between the plane elements (g and the pairs of quantities z, f ; we shall, accordingly, call z, f the coordinates of (g, and shall use the symbol (z, f) to designate the plane element whose coordinates are z, f.
DEFINITIONS. A slide is a plane element transformation, (z, f)
->(z*, f*), which leaves the planes of the plane elements unaltered, but subjects their points to the same translation relative to their fundamental directions.
A turn is a plane element transformation which leaves the points of the plane elements unaltered, but rotates their planes through the same angle around an axis inclined in the same manner relative to their fundamental directions.
A direct whirl 6 is a plane element transformation resulting from the .roduct of an arbitrary turn followed first by an arbitrary slide and then h y a second arbitrary turn.
These definitions are the space analogues of those given by Kasner or the plane.
Let a = aiti+a 2 t2, (ai real); then the slide (z, f)-»(s*, J*), which shall be represented by S a , is given by the equations: (2.2) z* = z + faï, f* = f.
5 It will suffice for our purpose to restrict ourselves throughout this paper to unit quaternions-that is, those having a norm equal to unity. 6 The term direct whirl is used here instead of Kasner's whirl because it is necessary to distinguish this from other types of whirl that appear below. This term was first used, for a similar reason, in J. M. euclidean kinematics, Let a = a 0 to+oiiti+a2t2+oi3t3 and N(a) = l; then the turn T a is given by the equations :
The direct whirl T a S a Tp is given by the equations :
If we let âaa = c and /3a = 7, the equations of a generic direct whirl W£ y assume the form :
where c is a vector and 7 is a unit quaternion.
We can now state the following theorems : We shall let SBe" represent the group of direct whirls. Noting that the direct whirls W* a where a= Co, a = kt$ (k real), form a one-parameter continuous group of contact transformations-namely, the group of dilatations Du-we obtain the following theorem : Letting Z* = f*z*f*, Z = fsJ, a = 7, a =7^7, we have (2.5) Z* = âZ<x + a, which represents a euclidean point displacement Z->Z* in 53. Let this displacement be represented by D^i <x . Then we obtain this theorem :
THEOREM 5. The group of direct whirls is simply isomorphic to the group of euclidean displacements in Sz : the correspondence between members of these groups is given by D+ a *-*Wt,p where b = aaâ and /3 = â.
[December 3. The group of whirl-motions. Equation (2.5), which represents a point transformation, can be extended to represent a plane element transformation (2, f)-»(s*, f*) as follows:
Henceforth, Z>+ a shall designate the euclidean displacement of plane elements given by (3.1); £) 6 + shall designate the six-parameter group of these displacements. The product of a displacement D* a and a direct whirl W£p, in either order, shall be called a direct whirl-motion. The equations of the direct whirl-motion D* a • W£p are :
Evidently Z>+ a • W£p = W£p • D* a . The direct whirl-motions constitute a continuous twelve-parameter group, which shall be designated by ®} 2 . Let Z and r be an arbitrary pair of vectors, and let the plane element ©: (Z+r, Co) be subjected to the <*> 3 possible rotations around the point whose position vector is equal to Z; then the manifold of 00 Let us now consider a space analogue of the flat field, a concept that appears in Kasner's whirl-motion geometry in the plane. We shall call this analogue a dual element because it will serve as the dual of the plane element, just as the flat field serves as the dual of the lineal element.
7 Dual elements shall be represented by two coordinates «y and <T where the former is a vector and the latter is a unit quaternion ; in order to distinguish dual elements from plane elements, the former shall be represented by the symbol {s, a}. We define dual elements by imposing upon them the requirement that the turbine [Z, r] The oo 6 transformations SiS&t or SBc^i shall be called opposite whirls ; the family of opposite whirls shall be designated by 3B<T. Similarly, the family $&)t-&t$i, which embraces the oo 6 euclidean symmetries in 5 3 , shall be designated by 3)<r; and the twelve-parameter family yielded by the products of 3fr and the direct whirl-motions shall be called the family of opposite whirl-motions, and shall be represented by ®? 2 . Evidently, © 6~^6 + =©6 +^r = ®? 2 -Since the product of two opposite whirl-motions is a direct whirl-motion, the two families ®} 2 an d ®? 2 form a mixed group. Let $2 represent the involutory correlation (z, £*)<-»{s, or} given by the equations :
Let the family of transformations embraced by 3 ! 2®} 2 s ©12^2 be represented by ®? 2 ; likewise, let %®* 2 = ©1232 be represented by ®J 2 . The four families ®{ 2 , (* = 1> 2, 3, 4), constitute a mixed group, which shall be designated by Ti 2 and called the group of proper whirl-motions.
Let $3 represent the involutory plane element transformation (%y ?)-*(z*t f*) given by the equations: To obtain the kinematic image of the family $£\ 2 we need but, in ac-8 A similar representation of whirl-motion geometry in the plane has been given by Feld, loc. cit. See also, in this connection, J. Grünwald's Ein Abbildungsprinzip, welches die ebene Geometrie und Kinematik mit der ràumlichen Geometrie verknüpft, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna, Mathematisch-Naturwissen schaf tliche Klasse (II A), vol. 80 (1911) , pp. 677-741 ; and two contributions by W. Blaschke, Euklidische Kinematik und nichteuklidische Geometrie, Zeit schrift für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 60 (1911), pp. 61-91, 203-204; and Ebene Kinematik, Berlin, 1938. The kinematic mapping of plane elements and dual elements upon symmetries and displacements, respectively, furnishes us with the means of representing parametrically the composition of euclidean motions in S3.
9 An example will suffice to show how this can be done. Let the coordinates of the dual element {s, a} represent the displacement that corresponds to {s, a} in the kinematic representation; let the displacement corresponding to {s 3 , 0-3} be equivalent to the product of the displacements corresponding to {si, vi) and {s 2 , 0*2}, and in this order. With these conventions it follows that $3 = ^2^lO"2 + ^2, 0"3 = ö*lö"2;
in a similar manner we can represent other combinations of euclidean motions.
5. The group of whirl-similitudes. Let © represent the pair of similitudes : /* = kl, r* = kr where k is a positive real number, and /, r are the kinematic image points of [/, r] . Let ®î 3 ==©®i 2 and êî 3 = @ §î 2 -Then the eight thirteen-parameter families comprising ®[ z and §î 3 , (i = l, 2, 3, 4), constitute a mixed group r 13 -the complete group of whirl-similitudes. This group is the space analogue of the group of whirl-similitudes in the plane. 10 Evidently, turbines are transformed into turbines under r ]3 .
